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Tiffany “The Budgetnista” Aliche 
. . . former preschool teacher, and 
now a fi nancial educator and the 
author of Get Good with Money.
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John Gallagher 
with some of 

his inventory of 
Wildcraft games.
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The Launch Masterclass at ProductLaunchFormula.com
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Anne LaFollette: From Doodles to Dollars

Cathy Hay: Tailor Your Sleeves Like a Pro

Michael Walker: 
Fanbase Workshop
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Barry Friedman
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“QUICK  ANNOUNCEMENT  AND  A  FAVOR  .  .  . ”
This is so simple and so elegant that the casual reader might 

miss just how powerful this is, but I’m going to trust that you 
won’t make that mistake. I started this Pre-Pre with a simple email 
that I sent out to my list. (In recent years, I’ve done something very 
similar on Facebook and Instagram.) This is what was in the email:

EMAIL SUBJECT: Quick announcement and a favor...

EMAIL BODY:

Jeff Walker here. We’ll be sending your Trading Update in just a little bit. But 
first I need to ask you a favor.

We’re really close to wrapping up our long-awaited trading manual. We will 
be releasing it in early January. But before we do, I have to ask you a couple 
of questions. Can you help us out?

You can answer the questions here (and get a little more detail on the trading 
manual) at this link: 

http://www.example.com/

Thanks and best regards,

Jeff 
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8

Opening the launch 
in my bathrobe at 
the kitchen table.
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Will Hamilton posing with 
the Bryan Brothers and 

their Olympic Gold Medals.
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Amy Small
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11

Anne LaFollette 
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Cathy Hay
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Michael Walker
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Ruth Buczynski
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Susan Garrett winning one of 
her many championships.
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Sebastien Night, with his wife, 
Cecile, and daughter, Alice.
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GLOSSARY

Please note: Some of these terms have multiple meanings and uses. 
This glossary gives definitions only as they are used in this book.

Affiliate Partner—a company or person who promotes another 
company in return for a commission on sales. Also see: Joint Ven-
ture Partner

Algorithm—a step-by-step set of rules or instructions necessary 
for solving a particular problem. In marketing and advertising, 
algorithms are used by the big ad platforms to determine the best 
ads to show to the best audience. 

Call to Action (or CTA)—a request made to your prospect to do 
something. This is when you ask for some type of commitment—
whether it’s subscribing to your list, leaving a comment, clicking 
a link, or buying your product. Typically, all communication you 
send to your list will have some type of call to action at the end 
of the piece.

Cart Close—the end of your launch, when you close down 
your offer. 

Cart Week—the time when your launch offer is open and you’re 
taking orders. This is typically a period of four to seven days.

Circle of Awesome™—the system of rotating among Seed 
Launch®, Internal Launch, and JV Launch so that the results build 
on each other.

Client—someone who has already bought from you (as opposed 
to a prospect, who is on your list but hasn’t bought yet).
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Cold Traffic—a paid traffic strategy in which you are advertising 
to people who do not know you. This is as opposed to warm traf-
fic, which is advertising to people who are already on your email 
list or following you on social media. 

Conversion—the event where your prospect takes action based on 
your marketing. You’ve asked your prospect to take some action, 
and the conversion is when they commit to it. It can refer to 
someone subscribing to your list, or it could be making a purchase.

Conversion Rate—the percentage of visitors who take a specific 
action. It can refer to your opt-in process, in which case it would 
measure the percentage of visitors who become email subscribers. 
It can also refer to sales, in which case it would measure the per-
centage of people who buy your product.

Creative—the material or copy in an ad.

Customer—see Client.

Email Service Provider (or ESP)—a service for hosting and send-
ing email to your email list. For recommended services, see my 
Resource Guide at http://thelaunchbook.com/resources.

FAQ—Frequently Asked Question. This generally refers to a docu-
ment that presents the top questions on any given topic. 

Internal Launch—a launch to your email list, where you don’t 
have any outside JV Partners or affiliates. This is the classic PLF-
style launch as described in the first eight chapters of this book.

Joint Venture Partner (or JV Partner)—almost synonymous 
with Affiliate Partner, although this term implies a closer working 
relationship.

JV Launch—a launch that is driven primarily by Affiliates and 
Joint Venture Partners sending traffic into your launch sequence.
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Launch Conversation—the interaction between you and your 
prospects (as well as directly among your prospects) that naturally 
occurs during your Prelaunch Sequence. This interaction can give 
you enormous insight into your market—including the big objec-
tions to your offer and what parts of your messaging are resonat-
ing with your prospects.

Launch List—the email list you build during your Prelaunch 
Sequence. 

Launch Sequence—your overall launch, including your Prelaunch 
Content and your Open Cart.

Lead Magnet—something that you offer to your website visitors 
in exchange for adding their email address to your list. It could be 
a special report, an infographic, or a video tutorial. Often it will be 
your Prelaunch Content delivered as a workshop or master class or 
video training series.

List—your database of people you’ll be marketing to. Lists can be 
based in direct mail, social media, or email. However, in the con-
text of this book, we focus primarily on email lists.

List Host—see Email Service Provider.

Live Broadcast—a video feed over the Internet that happens in 
real time. The broadcast is made while the event is happening. 

Live Launch—a launch in which some or all of the content is 
delivered via live broadcasts.

Natural Search Traffic—the visitors who come to your site 
through your listings in the search engines. This is also referred to 
as “organic” or “natural” traffic.

Objection (or Sales Objection)—the concerns that a prospect has 
about a possible purchase. They are the potential reasons your 
prospect won’t buy your product or service, and they need to be 
answered before you can make the sale.
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Offer—what you’re promoting to your prospects. Your offer 
includes your deliverables (including bonuses), your price, your 
payment terms, and your guarantee.

Open Cart—the time when you release your product for sale. 
Open Cart can refer to the actual day and time when you start 
taking orders or to the entire period when your launch offer is 
available.

Opening Day—the day you Open Cart and start taking orders in 
your launch.

Opt-In Page—see Squeeze Page.

Order Page—the page where your prospects actually make their 
purchase. This is where they supply their contact information and 
payment details and click the Buy button. Typically, your Sales 
Page will have an Add to Cart or a Buy It Now button, and that 
button will lead to your Order Page.

Organic Search—see Natural Search Traffic.

Paid Search—paid placement at or near the top of a search 
engine’s rankings. This advertising is generally sold on a quasi-
auction basis.

Paid Traffic—similar to Paid Search, except it’s on non-search-
engine sites, such as social media pages.

PLF—Product Launch Formula®.

Pre-Prelaunch Sequence—also known as Pre-Pre, this is the 
warm-up period before your Prelaunch Sequence starts.

Prelaunch Content (or PLC)—the material you release during 
your Prelaunch Sequence. It can take a variety of formats includ-
ing video, PDF report, email, blog posts, and so on.

Prelaunch Sequence—a series of high-value content released 
before you launch to build excitement and anticipation for your 
product. The content can be in a variety of formats including 
video, PDF report, email, blog posts, and so on.
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Product Launch Formula® (or PLF)—pure awesomeness. 

Prospect—someone who is on your list or looking at your mar-
keting, but who hasn’t bought yet. Once they buy, they become a 
Client or Customer.

Rank—where you appear in the Organic or Natural Search listings 
for a given search term. The term can also be used in a generic 
global sense—e.g., “Great content can help you rank in Google.”

Return on Ad Spend (ROAS) —a calculation of the effectiveness of 
your advertising. To calculate ROAS, you divide the amount of reve-
nue generated by your ad by the cost of your ad. For instance, if you 
made $200 in sales and you spent $100 on your ads, your ROAS is 2:1. 

Scarcity Phase—the period near the end of your launch, when the 
scarcity mental trigger comes into full effect.

Sideways Sales Letter®—a key component of the Product Launch 
Formula that refers to the serial, sequenced nature of the Prelaunch 
Sequence and the entire PLF sales process. 

Sales Letter—a written message that makes the offer for a product.

Sales Page—the web page that hosts your Sales Letter or Sales Video.

Sales Video—a video that makes the offer for a product.

Seed Launch®—a simple PLF-style launch that is used primarily if 
you don’t have a product or a list. It can also be used if you have 
a concept for a new offer or product and would like to market test 
the idea before you spend a lot of time creating the product.

Shopping Cart—the software on your website that you use to 
take orders. This is where terms like “Open Cart” and “Cart Close” 
come from.
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Squeeze Page—a simple page on your website that has a subscrip-
tion form for your list. Visitors to the page have only one choice—
they can either subscribe to your list to see more content or they 
can leave the page. Also called an Opt-in Page. For recommended 
services for easily building squeeze pages, see my Resource Guide 
at http://thelaunchbook.com/resources.

Sub-list—a list that is a subset of your total list. You might have a 
sub-list of people who have indicated an interest in a given topic. 
A Launch List is a form of a sub-list.

Teleseminar—a phone call in which the host can present to a 
large number of people on the call. This is what we used to do 
before webinars and live broadcasts were a thing.

Warm Traffic—a paid traffic strategy in which you are advertising 
to people who are already on your email list or following you on 
social media. This is as opposed to cold traffic, which is advertising 
to people who aren’t already following you.

Web Host—a service that stores all the pages for your website and 
makes them available on the Internet. For recommended services, 
see my Resource Guide at http://thelaunchbook.com/resources.

Webinar—similar to a teleseminar, but presented over the web so 
attendees can see the presenter’s computer screen. It is most often 
used to display a PowerPoint or Keynote presentation. For recom-
mended services for webinars, see my Resource Guide at http://
thelaunchbook.com/resources.
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